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ABSTRACT
This chapter is concerned with workflow, its systems, its models, its problems and
promises. Workflow management systems assist in the specification, modeling, and enactment of structured work processes within organizations. These systems are a special type of
collaboration technology which we describe as “organizationally aware groupware”. Since
the turn of the decade, over 200 new workflow products have been introduced into the
world market. This chapter motivates and defines the concepts of workflow. Examples are
presented from existing products and prototypes. Finally, we explore some of the current
inhibitors and research issues in this fast growing domain.

2.1 OVERVIEW
Today, organizations find that there is global competitiveness in many areas, and a continual
need to improve productivity. Problems plaguing organizations include increased administrative overhead, external pressures for increased efficiency, internal pressure for increased
effectiveness, and desire by workers for more reward and less stress. Many organizations look
to technology such as workflow management systems for help.
Contemporary organizations typically employ a vast array of computing technology to support their information processing needs. There are many successful computing tools designed
as personal information aids (word processors, spreadsheets, etc.) but fewer tools designed for
collaborating groups of people. One of the most popular recent types of group/organizational
tool is workflow. Workflow management systems are designed to assist groups of people in
carrying out work processes, and contain organizational knowledge of where work flows in
the default case. This is in contrast to other group tools such as electronic mail or videoconferencing systems which contain no knowledge of work processes, and therefore are not
organizationally aware. Workflow is defined as “systems that help organizations to specify,
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execute, monitor, and coordinate the flow of work cases within a distributed office environment” [Bul92]. The system contains two basic components: the first component is the workflow modeling component, which enables administrators and analysts to define processes (or
procedures) and activities, analyze and simulate them, and assign them to people. This component is sometimes called the “specification module” or the “build time system”. It also may
be used to view work process statistics, and to make changes to processes.
The second component is the workflow execution (or enactment) component, sometimes
called the “run-time system”. It consists of the execution interface seen by end-users and the
“workflow engine”, an execution environment which assists in coordinating and performing
the processes and activities. It enables the units of work to flow from one user’s workstation
to another as the steps of a procedure are completed. Some of these steps may be executed
in parallel; some executed automatically by the computer system. The execution interface
is utilized for all manual steps, and typically presents forms on the electronic desktop of
appropriate workers (end-users.) The user fills in electronic forms with the assistance of the
computer system. Various databases, personal productivity tools, and servers may be accessed
in a programmed or ad-hoc fashion during the processing of a work step. Typically, a workflow
system is implemented as a server machine which has and interprets a representation of the
steps of the procedures and their precedence; along with client workstations, one per enduser, which assists the user in performing process steps. This is typically combined with a
network and messaging system (or communication mechanism) to allow the server to control
or interact with end-user workstations; also included is a database that stores the process
representation, attributes of end-users, and other pertinent workflow information. Many of
the workflow products are combined with imaging and/or document management systems
[Bul92].

2.2 WORKFLOW CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE
This section provides some basic workflow definitions in the context of an example office
procedure. This is followed by an architectural specification which is typical of current workflow systems, and is in keeping with our definitions. The terminology generally follows the
recommendations of the Workflow Management Coalition which is a non-profit, international
organization of workflow vendors, users, and analysts. The coalition, founded in August 1993,
has a mission to promote the use of workflow through the establishment of standards for terminology, interoperability, and connectivity between workflow products [WMC].

2.2.1 Definition Set
2.2.1.1 Definition (Workflow Management System)
A workflow management system is a system that defines, manages, and executes workflow
processes through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a computer
representation of the workflow process logic [WMC].
Many types of office work can be described as connected sets of structured recurring tasks
(called workflow processes or procedures) whose basic work steps (called activities) must be
performed by various people (called actors) in a certain sequence. The power of workflow
systems lies in their computerized representation of these processes, and activities. This sec-
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tion describes the basic terminology and capability of workflow; much more power and utility
is possible once this procedural representation is available within the computer system.
A particular workflow application is created by specifying to the workflow system a set of
processes and activities which are performed within an organization or workgroup. This is
the first step toward computerized workflow; the goal is to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the office work, while making the workplace a friendlier, more humane place to
work.

2.2.1.2 Definition (Process)
A workflow process (or procedure) is a predefined set of work steps, and partial ordering of
these steps. A work step consists of a header (identification, precedence, etc.) and body (the
actual work to be done).
Examples include the “order processing procedure” within an engineering company, and
the “claims administration process” within an insurance company. Both of these are relatively
standardized and structured, and each can be described by a sequence of steps. Workflow also
attempts to assist in less structured work tasks. Different steps of a process may be executed
by different people or different groups of people. In some cases several steps of a process
may be executed at the same time or in any order. In general, we therefore define a process to
be a partially ordered set of steps rather than a totally ordered set. We also define workflow
processes in such a way that loops are allowed. Processes typically have attributes, such as
name and responsible person, associated with them.

2.2.1.3 Definition (Activity)
An activity is the body of a work step of a process. An activity is either a compound activity,
containing another process, or an elementary activity.
An elementary activity is a basic unit of work which must be a sequential set of primitive actions executed by a single participant. Alternatively, an elementary activity may be a
non-procedural entity (goal node) whose internals we do not model within our structure. An
activity is a reusable unit of work, so one activity may be the body of several work steps. For
example, if “order entry” and “credit check” are (sub-)processes, then the activity “send out
letter” may be an activity in both of these processes. In this case, these are two distinct steps,
but only one activity. An activity instance associated with the body of a particular work step
is called a work step activity.
Activities typically have attributes such as description and mode associated with them. An
activity has one of three modes. Some work step activities may be automatically executed (automatic mode), some completely manual (manual mode), and some may require the interaction of people and computers (mixed mode). For example, if the process is “order equipment”
then there may be work steps of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

order entry
credit check
billing
shipping.
Order entry in some companies is totally automatic; but credit check is frequently done
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completely by people (manual mode.) This level of detail of description is typically adequate
for an engineering manager, but is not enough detail for a credit clerk. The credit clerk would
like to look inside of the work step called credit check, and see a process that requires steps
of logging each new credit request, gathering data, evaluating a customer, and filling out of a
report form. Thus, the body of this step is itself a process with work steps of:
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.

log request
gather data
evaluate
fill out report form.

Furthermore, the step 2.4 of filling out the report form may itself consist of work steps to
fill out the various sections of the form. This example shows that it can be useful to multiply
nest processes within processes. Thus, a work step body has been defined to possibly contain a process. Work steps typically have attributes, such as unique identifier and executor,
associated with them.
By definition, a workflow system contains a computerized representation of the structure
of processes and activities. This also implies that there is a means for someone (perhaps a
system administrator) to specify and input descriptions of processes, activities, and orderings
into the computer. These specifications are called scripts. An ongoing research issue is to
develop better, more end-user compatible scripting languages.

2.2.1.4 Definition (Script)
A script is a specification of a process, an activity, or an automatic part of a manual activity.
The composition or building of this script from available building blocks is called scripting.
Once processes and activities have been defined, the workflow system can assist in the
execution of these processes. We separate the concept of the static specification of a process
(the template) from its execution.

2.2.1.5 Definition (Work Case)
A work case (or process instance) is the locus of control for a particular execution of a process.
In some contexts, the work case is called a job; if a process is considered a Petri net, then a
work case is a token flowing through the net. If the process is an object class, then a work
case is an instance. In our example, if two customers submit two orders for equipment, then
these would represent two different work cases. Each work case is a different execution of the
process. If both work cases are currently being processed by the order entry department, then
the state of each work case is the order entry state. Work cases typically have parameters such
as state, initiator, and history associated with them.
Because of the ever changing and sometimes ad-hoc nature of the workplace, it is important for workflow systems to be flexible, and have capabilities to handle exceptions. Many
processes which appear routine and structured are, in reality, highly variable, requiring problem solving and creative exception handling. Another workflow concept that partially helps
address these issues is the indirect association of people (called actors) with activities via the
concept of roles. Numerous other advantages accrue by the use of roles.
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2.2.1.6 Definition (Role)
A role is a named designator for a workflow participant, or a grouping of participants which
conveniently acts as the basis for access control and execution control. The execution of activities is associated with roles rather than end-users. Thus, instead of naming a person as
the executor of an activity, we can specify that it is to be executed by one or more roles. For
example, instead of specifying that Michael executes the order entry activity, we can specify
that
1. the order entry activity is executed by the order administrator, and
2. Michael is the order administrator.
There may be a very large number of activities in which Michael is involved. When Michael
goes on vacation, it is not necessary to find and change all processes and activities involving
Michael. We simply substitute Michael’s replacement in the role of order administrator by
changing step 2 to
2. Robert is the order administrator.
A role may be associated with a group of actors rather than a single actor. Also, one actor
may play many roles within an organization. If there are many order administrators within
our example, then these can be defined as a group, and it is easy to send information to all
order administrators. In this case, an option may be available to “send to all” or alternatively,
“send to any” administrator, and the system might use some scheduling algorithm to select
one. Other flexible scheduling algorithms are possible, including the notification of all members of the group that a job is available, and allowing the first responder to handle the job. In
this chapter, we use the term participant to refer to a person, a group, or an automated agent
as further defined below. For example, the credit check activity in our example is really executed by the credit department, not by any single person. And the printing operation is really
executed by one of many print servers that might be participants with the role of “printer”.

2.2.1.7 Definition (Participant)
A workflow participant is a person, program, group, or entity that can fulfill roles to execute,
to be responsible for, or to be associated in some way with activities and processes. A human
participant is called an actor.
Access attributes or capabilities may be associated with participants and with roles. Other
attributes, parameters and structures can be associated as needed. For example, the role of
manager is perhaps only played by Michael within the order entry department. Thus a parameter of the role may be the group within which this role applies.
In summary, this section has briefly presented a definition of workflow together with explanations of the concepts of process, step, activity, work case, script, role, actor, and participant.
These are basic concepts upon which many workflow systems are built. Other concepts (e.g.
data repository) will be introduced in this chapter as needed.

2.2.2 Conceptual Architecture
This subsection presents the conceptual architecture of a generic workflow system using the
entity-relationship model [Che76]. The architecture builds upon the general concepts intro-
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Figure 2.1 Workflow conceptual architecture

duced in the previous subsection. It lays out some workflow system basic conceptual entities
and their relationships.
The entity-relationship (abbreviated E-R) model is a high-level semantic model using nodes
and arcs; this model has proven useful as an understandable specification model, has been
implemented within E-R databases, directly parallels some object-oriented concepts, and has
a well-known direct mapping into a relational database.
In the E-R model, objects of similar structure are collected into entity sets. The associations
among entity sets are represented by named E-R relationships which are either one-to-one,
many-to-one, or many-to-many mapping between the sets. The data structures, employing the
E-R model, are usually shown pictorially using the E-R diagram. An E-R diagram depicting
the conceptual architecture of a workflow system is shown in Figure 2.1. A labeled rectangle
denotes an entity set; a labeled arc connecting rectangles denotes a relationship between the
corresponding entity sets.
In Figure 2.1, the box labeled process denotes an entity set of processes that may actually
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be a table of process names and their attributes. Likewise, activity may be a table of activity
names and their attributes. There is an arc connecting these two boxes because there is a
relationship called part-of between these two entity sets. Some elements in the activity set
are steps of (or parts of) some processes. This arc is labeled with the relationship name, and a
denotation of M and N indicates that this is a many-to-many relationship. Therefore, a process
can contain many activities, and an activity can be part of more than one process. The arc
joining the activity box to itself labeled precedence tells which activities may precede which
others.
Since the diagram specifies that this is a many-to-many relationship the process scripting
facility supports the specification of conjunctive and disjunctive precedence relations. For
any activity labeled conjunctive, any specification of immediate successors denotes activities
which all directly follow the completion of the given activity; specification of immediate
predecessors denotes activities which must all complete before the given activity can begin.
Some activities will be labeled disjunctive. OR-out from some activity means that out of the
many immediate successor activities, we select only one to actually execute. Similarly, ORin means that only one of the activities which immediately precede the given activity must
complete before it can begin. Thus, any partial ordering of activities using sequencing and
these AND/OR constructs, can be specified and supported using workflow.
Other entities shown in Figure 2.1 are jobs and data. A job, or work case, which can be
considered to be flowing through a process, has a state at any instant which is denoted by
the set of current activities being executed by the job, and the job’s history. The relationship
“state-of” captures this state. This relationship gets updated by the system each time that a job
moves from one activity to another. This is a many-to-many relationship, so one job may be
executing within several activities in parallel, and one activity may be simultaneously serving
several jobs. Similar considerations hold for the data entity which refers to the application data
which are accessed by the various activities. People are connected into the system directly if
they are listed in the “participant” entity set. Thus, people are players of roles, and roles are
designated as the executors of activities.
In summary, the conceptual architecture described in this subsection builds upon the general concepts introduced in the previous subsection. It lays out some workflow system basic
conceptual entities and their relationships. Other entities (e.g. goals) and relationships (e.g.
manager-of) can usefully be built upon, or added to, this base.

2.2.3 Concrete Architecture
The distributed technology underlying a workflow system typically is a server–client architecture with a large powerful computer designated as the server, and smaller client machines
on participant work desks at various locations throughout the organization. These are all interconnected, along with other file systems, databases, and servers, via a local area/wide area
networking configuration. See Figure 2.2 for a typical structure. We note that, depending upon
a vendor’s history, different workflow systems are built upon different implementation bases
such as electronic mail base, relational database, or document processing system.
At the server, there is typically a database to store the process specification and related
organizational information, and there is a workflow engine which uses this information to
coordinate the execution of activities at various client workstations. The server thus knows
about roles and participants, and uses this information to do scheduling and dispatching. The
server ships appropriate information at the appropriate time to the appropriate user machine
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for activity execution. It also implements security and concurrency control, monitors these
executions, logs statistics and backup/recovery information, and as necessary sends reminders
and time-out information. Occasionally, the server may itself execute an automated activity. It
is also typical for the server to supply an administrative user interface to allow administrators
and analysts to define processes and activities, to gather work performance statistics, to do
analysis and simulation, and to make changes and adjustments to processes.
The client machines are the locus of work activity at enactment time. A client machine typically serves one end-user (secretary, clerk, ...) who we call a participant. Frequently this is an
IBM PC class of machine running a Windows operating system, and using a package such as
Visual Basic to present a familiar electronic desktop working environment for the end-user.
This environment may include local scripts so that some activities can be executed automatically or interactively, allowing the local computer to do some of the information processing
work for the user. It should also allow the user to invoke personal productivity tools such as
editors and spreadsheets on a programmed or ad-hoc basis. Finally Internet interconnectivity
and access to non-local resources such as a customer database or a mainframe routine, are
useful functions that should be available to the user.

2.3 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND RELATED WORK
The term workflow was in use at the turn of the century when the industrial revolution was
taking place. There was much efficiency gain, and much profit associated with areas such as
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factory automation [Bae93]. It was also assumed in the mid-1900s that the same techniques
(e.g. time and motion studies to optimize office work) would be very successful in bringing
automation to the office. In fact, the history of workflow application in corporate America has
been mixed; more systems have silently died than been successful [Bai81, Whi94]. The 1970s
were the years of introduction of the first sophisticated Office Information Systems. Some of
these systems were indeed workflow management systems embedding complex specifications
of the corporation’s office procedures, detailing which procedure steps must precede which,
and what data must be used in which steps [Zis77]. The 1970s were a time of wild optimism
about the great beneficial effects upon productivity and effectiveness of this new technology.
However, much of this optimism was unfounded. It was observed that organizations succeed
only if people creatively violate, augment, or circumvent the standard office procedures when
appropriate. When these electronic coordinators were introduced into offices, people could
no longer blatantly disobey the office procedures. In many cases, these systems led to ineffective organizations and technology rejection. Thus, the rigid systems of the 1970s tended
to interfere with work routines rather than expedite them. Workflow was also unsuccessful
in the 1970s because sufficient technology was not available, because personal computers in
the office were not socially accepted, because vendors were unaware of the requirements and
pitfalls of group technology, and because networking was not commonly available.
There has been considerable published work which addresses workflow systems. Some of
the beginnings in this area come from the author’s early work on Officetalk/ICNs in the 1970s
[Ell80]. Also, GMD has implemented several versions of Domino [Kre84], a Petri net based
prototype office information system. Usage reports detail numerous problems and reasons
for user rejection of the system — this typifies problems of current workflow. Other workflow
efforts include the Xerox “Collaborative Process Model” [Sar91], Polymer at the University of
Massachusetts [Cro88], Prominand [Kar91], Role Interaction Nets [Rei92], and the WooRKS
workflow prototype within the ITHACA ESPRIT project [Ade92]. There has been a flood of
new workflow systems in the 1990s, and a flood of papers describing them. See for example,
the yearly proceedings of the Workflow 9x vendor conferences.
Considerable effort has been put into workflow studies. Many of these have transpired in the
Information Systems field and the Organizational Design field within business schools. Examples include Bair’s TUMS [Bai82], Woo’s SACT [Woo90], Hirshheim’s model [Hir85], the
Society model [Ho86], Hammer’s BDL and OAM [Sir84], and the OSSAD model [Dum91].
Several office models have emerged from concepts of discrete mathematics. These include
Petri net based workflow models [Zis77, Hol88, Li90], and graph theory based models
[Luq90]. There is also a set of models which have emerged out of the software engineering
community. These could be classified as extended flowchart/state machine notations [Har90],
project management models [Kel91], and process programming models [Ost88]. Office models are reviewed and contrasted in several articles including [Ell80], [Bra84], and [Leu92].
An interesting statistic published by the Gartner group, is that in the decade from 1980 to
1990, manufacturing productivity in the USA increased 40%, partly due to technology investment, and office productivity declined by 2% despite an estimated one trillion dollars of
office automation spending. In the 1980s, there was a swing away from the workflow belief.
The thrust of much of this work was to better understand the working of small groups, and to
provide very flexible tools for people to use within unstructured work, and to not attempt to
capture organizational knowledge within the computer system [Ell91]. Some groupware products saw success within their limited domains. It was apparent that a huge amount of leverage
could be attained if we could successfully understand groups and organizations enough to
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produce organizationally aware groupware. It was also apparent that this is not an easy task.
One of the lessons learned stems from the social situated nature of office work; this implies
the need for a user-centered interdisciplinary approach. The 1990s saw the enthusiastic rebirth of interest in workflow; customers have been requesting workflow within all document
handling and imaging and electronic mail systems. Unfortunately, it seems that many of the
bitter lessons experienced in the 1970s and 1980s are still not heeded by many of the greater
than 200 workflow products on the market today.
As an early example, Officetalk was an experimental office information system developed
in the Office Research Group at Xerox PARC in the 1970s [Ell80]. Officetalk was the first
system that we know of that provided a visual electronic desktop metaphor across end-users’
personal computers. It also provided a set of personal productivity tools for manipulating information, a forms paradigm, and a network environment for sharing information. This family
of systems was created, evolved, and used extensively within the Xerox PARC research lab,
and was also tested in selected sites outside of PARC. During the 1970s and 1980s, the author
participated in design, evaluation, enhancement, and significant extensions to Officetalk. This
included work on Backtalk [Nut79], an interactive workflow simulator, Officetalk-D [Ell82],
a database oriented workflow system, and Officetalk-P [Ell79b], an intelligent forms oriented
workflow system.
However, it sometimes happened that an Officetalk system that was loved and worked wonderfully in the research laboratory, was hated and worked terribly when installed in a typical
production office setting. We observed, as others have observed (see Chapter 1 in this book
[Ehr99]), that workflow systems are people systems, and must take into account the situated,
frequently unstructured nature of office work. Many workflow systems have failed because
they did not adequately take into account the social and organizational setting into which they
were being placed.

2.4 WORKFLOW MODELS AND MODELING
Models of workflow have spanned the gamut from very informal to very formal. Informal
modeling has been reported by Suchman [Suc83]. Early work to formalize workflow models
was presented in the thesis of Michael Zisman [Zis77] where he developed APNs (Augmented
Petri Nets) that attached production rules to specify semantics within Petri nets. These concepts were implemented in the SCOOP system. The model UBIK represents an organization
by “configurators” which perform actions by sending messages to each other [DeJ90]. The
OFS model represents the flow of forms within an office; within this model, all messages,
documents, letters, etc., are defined to be forms [Tsi82]. Another alternative is to model the
office as a database with transactions. TEMPORA is an integrated architecture for doing business design and analysis within a database environment [Lou92]. This is a small sampling of
the large number of models which have been used for the modeling of offices and workflow.
Our research group at the University of Colorado is (and has been for many years) actively
researching the Information Control Net model (abbreviated ICN) for information systems
analysis, simulation, and implementation. The ICN is a simple, but mathematically rigorous
formalism created and designed in the 1970s specifically to model office procedures [Ell79a].
ICNs are actually a family of models which have evolved to incorporate control flow, data
flow, goals, actors, roles, information repositories, and other resources [Ell83]. ICNs have
been studied in universities [Dum91] and applied in industry [Bul92]. They have been shown
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to be valuable for capturing office procedures, for mathematical analysis, for simulation, and
for systems implementation. Some of the documented analyses of ICNs include throughput, maximal parallelism, reorganization, and streamlining [Coo80]. As a comprehensible,
generic, and extensible process model, the basic ICN is described next.

2.4.1 Mathematical Definition
The ICN family of models are structured around the fundamental observation that organizations encompass goals, resources, and constraints. Some organizations are very highly structured, with precisely defined processes and rules; others are very loosely constructed with
predominantly unstructured activities. Owing to the variety of organizations, and owing to
the variety of questions that models may be employed to investigate, we have seen that no
one model adequately addresses all aspects. Thus, we derive a family of models by selecting
different types of resources and different levels of structure to incorporate in any particular
member of the family. For example, an organizational model which focuses upon informal
interpersonal communication must incorporate the very important resource of people, and the
roles that they play in the organization. For the thrust of this chapter, we use the basic “control
ICN” which models partial orderings of activities and their control structures; this explanation
does not include the data structure component.
Definition: A Marked Control ICN is a marked graph specified as a 4-tuple, G =
C; r; l; m) where
(1) C is a finite set of nodes, fc1; c2; :::; c g.
(2) r is a relation over C  C which defines edges of the graph G. If (c1; c2) is a member
of r, then there is an edge from c1 to c2. We say that the edge is an output of c1 , and an input
of c2 .
(3) l is a function from C into f0; 1g denoting the input–output logic of nodes. l(c ) = 0
denotes conjunctive logic and l(c ) = 1 denotes disjunctive logic. By convention, we separate
(

n

i

i

activity nodes (single-input, single-output) from AND nodes (conjunctive input and output)
from OR nodes (disjunctive input and output).
(4) m is a marking for the graph G which associates a set (of tokens) with each node and
each edge of G. If x is a member of C [ r, then m associates with x a set M (x) such that if
M (x) is nonempty, then x is said to be marked. The elements of M (x) are the tokens residing
on the graph component x. A token is a marker that may cause a node to fire. If a graph
component x contains a token t, then we say the component x is marked with the token t.
We are now in a position to describe how a marked ICN executes:
A node, ci , with l(ci ) = 1 is pseudo-enabled if there is at least one input edge, r(cj ; ci)
such that M (r(cj ; ci)) is not empty (OR logic). A node, ci , with l(ci ) = 0 is pseudo-enabled
if M (r(cj ; ci)) is not empty (AND logic) for every input edge of c i , r(cj ; ci).
A node ci can fire if it is pseudo-enabled; initiation of firing results in a change of marking
such that if l(ci ) = 1, then some token t in M (r(cj ; ci)) is deleted from one M (r(cj ; ci )),
and added to M (ci ). If l(ci ) = 0, then some token is deleted from each M (r(cj ; ci)), and a
single token is added to M (ci ).
When a node terminates an execution at some finite time after its initiation of firing, then
some t in M (ci ) is deleted from M (ci ). If l(ci ) = 1, then t is added to M (r(ci ; cj )) for some
successor node cj ; if l(ci ) = 0, then t is added to M (r(ci ; cj )) for all successor nodes cj .
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2.4.2 An ICN Example
Frequently ICNs are manipulated in their graphical form. Figure 2.3 shows the graphical
form for an Information Control Net depicting a procedure for order processing within a
corporation. When a customer request for goods arrives, the first step is the order entry activity
in which an order administrator fills out an order form. This is graphically depicted by the
first (top) circle in Figure 2.3. The large hollow circles thus denote activities. Arcs denote
precedence, so for example, the shipping activity must complete before the billing activity can
begin. After order entry is completed, inventory check and compile references activities can
proceed concurrently, indicated by the black dot labelled “and”. A corresponding second black
dot denotes the “and join” of activities. After the order evaluation activity, either shipping
or rejection processing occurs. Thus, the small hollow dot labelled “or” denotes choice or
decision making. There is a corresponding “or join” hollow circle, so that the archive activity
occurs after either the rejection or the shipping activity is completed.

2.5 WORKFLOW META-MODEL
An important aspect of a successful work environment is that people have the capability and
resources to act as effective problem solvers and exception handlers. In one case study, a
worker commented: “The boss in New York says to do it that way, but we do it this way
because we’re in Jamaica. We change the procedure here, and this worked fine until the computer system was installed.” Thus an important observation emerged from these office studies:
Workflow models must not be so prescriptive that they are a barrier to the office worker. Models must somehow span a large conformance spectrum; likewise, experience has shown that
within a single process, there is a need to model different parts in different amounts of detail,
and different levels of operationality.
Given the observations concerning the failure of workflow systems and models to adequately recognize the situated unstructured nature of work, this section explains a useful 3dimensional meta-model that captures some of the human dimensions of workflow. The CDO
meta-model (CDO abbreviates conformance, detail, operationality) distinguishes parts of the
process that must be strictly performed for the process to be acceptable (mandatory parts),
from parts that can be freely altered (e.g., a mechanism to describe a recommended way of
accomplishing the work). The meta-model is also intended to distinguish parts of the process described at very abstract levels from very detailed levels. Along a third dimension, the
meta-model supports representations that are either highly declarative or highly operational.
For example, goals and intentional specifications are considered to be highly declarational;
in contrast, a C encoding of a sorting algorithm is considered to be highly operational. The
dimensions of the model space are shown graphically in Figure 2.4. A point in the 3-D space
represents a part (task) of a workflow.
The model space is intended to represent processes according to the way the workflow
model is to be used, as defined by three different criteria: the amount of conformance that
is required by the organization for which the process is a model, the level of detail of the
description, and the operational (versus declarational) nature of the model (see Figure 2.1).
The model is normalized to the unit cube, so strict total conformance is at x = 1, and maximum detail is at y = 1. The third dimension, operationality, attempts to quantify the degree
to which the model describes what is required rather than how the process works. A what
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model is highly declarative (near z = 0); a how model is highly operational (near z = 1). In
this domain space, systems that represent only structured work, fully specified, codified, and
required, are at x = 1, y = 1, and z = 1; this is the typical workflow point in the space.
Workflow models and systems frequently do not provide assistance below this point. On the
other hand, groupware systems intended to address unstructured work are in a space closer to
x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0. Fully automated workflow enactment systems could be (ideally)
characterized as a point in the space with x near to 1, y near to 1, and z = 1. Systems that
focus on exception handling are in a space where x << 1. Goal-based systems typically operate in a domain in which z is near to 0, but x and y vary according to the specifics of the
model.
The extended ICN model, used in some of our recent studies, is intended to address the full
space, with different parts of the model addressing different subspaces according to the need
for that part of the model. For example, if part of the work is highly structured, operationally
specified, and required to be accomplished according to the specification, then it should be
modeled differently from work for which only the goal is known. The model should allow one
to represent a process for which parts are operational and required, while the way that other
parts are executed is arbitrary, provided that the executions satisfy the intent. The extended
ICN model allows different parts (or sub-tasks) of a process to be modeled at different points
in the 3-D space; all within the same ICN model.
One aspect of an ICN specifies activities (or tasks, or process steps) and their attributes in
the process; each activity belongs to a region whose type is (informally) defined by a point or
region in the space in Figure 2.1. For example, a type “R” (for required work) region might be
represented by a point in the (1; y; z ) plane; the model can be represented as a conventional
ICN subgraph composed entirely of required (mandatory) steps.
A type “A” region (for assisted work) may use an operational or declarational style specification, but the submodel in the region can be interpreted as one approach to accomplishing
the work. This type of specification is a point in the (0; y; z ) plane; it is used when a process
designer has one notion of how to accomplish the work, but realizes that different situations
require different variations on the specification. The A-region work can be used directly, or
it can be used to (manually) infer the intent of this part of the work. This is typically a much
healthier way to view a workflow specification than to consider it the immutable total specification that must be followed exactly.
A type “D” region (for declaration region) represents a part of the model that defines what
the region is intended to accomplish, rather than a description of how the work must/might be
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conducted. This type of region occurs at points such as (0; 1; 0) and (:5; :5; 0). Thus, points in
the (x; y; 0) plane are “non-operational” specifications.
Ongoing research work at the University of Colorado focuses on exploring new models to
explicitly distinguish among policy, process, and regulations in different regions of our 3-D
space. The dimensions of this model are not totally orthogonal, and they obviously do not
totally span the space of all human dimensions. Note, for example, that a workflow process
description which has a very high degree of detail is also likely to have a high degree of
operationality, so these dimensions seem to be not totally independent in general. There are,
however, cases in which process descriptions are detailed, but not operational. This occurs in
rule-based systems which have huge numbers of rules (constraints), but are not operational
because the rules are not adequate to completely specify the process.
Indeed, some researchers assert that in numerous human situations, there is no such thing
as a “complete and explicit” account of the process because all process instances are situated
and implicit [Suc87]. Indeed, Brown points out [Bro93] that abstraction from process instance
to process class (i.e. modeling) is itself an imperfect situated social practice that is developed
in the social context of an ongoing meta-process. An example is learning to ride a bicycle —
books give tips, but not an algorithm. You cannot simply learn from a book.
In the case of driving an automobile, some of the “official rules of the road” books are quite
thick manuals articulating auto driving distances and courtesies and places not to park and so
forth. Many of these books list more “don’t do” constraints than “do” steps. These manuals
contain enormous detail, but they do not give you an algorithm for driving. Thus they do not,
and are not intended to be, operational.
Conversely, there exist many process descriptions that are operational, but not detailed. The
statement within an order processing process: “All orders must be routed to credit check, then
billing, then shipping” is operational but not detailed. It is operational because a workflow
system can automatically coordinate the electronic forwarding of the order forms to the correct
departments from these specifications. However, the above statement is not detailed — it
gives us no information about what is supposed to happen inside of credit check or billing or
shipping.
Although the CDO meta-model does not span the space of all human dimensions, and its
dimensions are not totally orthogonal, the model nevertheless is quite useful to present a novel
process analysis perspective, and to illustrate gaps in the space of previous models. We believe
that this new perspective might be particularly useful in understanding the role that various
models should play in large enterprise re-engineering efforts.

2.6 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS
2.6.1 IBM FlowMark
The IBM workflow management product is FlowMark, a system which was beta-tested in
1993, and first released as a product in 1994. FlowMark clearly distinguishes workflow buildtime (modeling and analysis) from run-time (enactment). The run-time system is useful when
actors (end-users of the system) at their workstations are doing the process work steps (activities) that have previously been specified. Run-time functions coordinate and oversee the
execution of activities within the distributed system, while maintaining backups, and audit
trails. Run-time allows those participants with proper access rights to start and terminate pro-
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cesses and activities, to view their up-to-date to-do lists, and to access application data as
needed.
The build-time system is useful for creating and changing the specification of processes.
Build-time functions include facilities to allow the drawing, editing, and compilation of process graphs. The creator or analysts during build-time can create, test, simulate, and animate
process specifications, can assign staff to activities, and can associate programs (scripts) with
activities. The diagrammatic process graphs allow one to create and manipulate activity icons,
data icons, and connector arcs. Criteria for control flow branching and decision making are
specified via conditions attached to arcs. Data flow is specified via containers, data structures,
and data arcs. Aggregates of activities called blocks and bundles allow diagrams to remain
small and comprehensible via activity nesting. Properties associated with activities include
actors, I/O data, scripts, who is responsible, time, manual/automatic switch, starting conditions, and completion conditions.
The FlowMark organizational model is interesting. Notions of roles and actors are captured
within the staff specifications, and relationships. The staff specification can include participants (end-users), levels, roles, organizations and relationships. People have attributes such
as userID, absent flag, and level. Levels are integers between 0 and 9 inclusive which can be
locally interpreted by different applications. For example one company may decide that 0 denotes novice, 1 through 3 is associate, and above 3 denotes expert. Organizations are defined
as groups with managers, and they are related by a tree structure. Each participant is involved
in two types of relationships. They can be the player of multiple roles, and they belong to
exactly one organization.
The above concepts and definitions are stored in a FlowMark database after they are created.
For distribution and interoperability, FlowMark definitions can be described in an ASCII text
file in an external format called FlowMark definition language (FDL). The FlowMark workflow management system provides import and export utilities so that process graphs and other
specifications can be ported from one location to another via FDL.

2.6.2 Action Workflow
The Action Workflow product by Action Technologies Inc., provides a workflow model, and
architecture based upon the philosophical notions of Heidegger, and the linguistic speech act
theory. These notions and theory are well explained in publications by Winograd and Flores
[Flo88, Med92], who are the founders of the company. The creation of this framework based
upon a multi-disciplinary theory is unique and potent. Winograd and Flores point out that
all interactions (or conversations) are composed of communication acts which must be interpreted, and that are subject to mis-interpretation by the receiver. Speech act theory suggests
that there are a finite number of categories of speech that characterize all communications.
Computer systems can help to avoid mis-interpreted communications by clearly displaying
the category of each communication to the receiver.
The theory can be applied to workflow by considering each work case as a conversation
between a “customer” who wants the task to be done, and a “performer” who takes on enactment of the task or process. In Figure 2.1 we saw an example where someone wants to
buy goods — this person is the customer to whom the goods (and the bill) will be delivered.
The performer in this case is the company that will supply the goods to the customer. Every
workflow, under this model, is drawn as a loop with four phases:
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the customer formulates the request
the customer and performer negotiate the terms of agreement
the performer does the task
the performer and customer negotiate the customer satisfaction.

The analysts at Action Technologies provide a convincing argument that the negotiation
phases are very important, but that all too often the fourth phase (customer satisfaction) is
ignored. In their product usage, no phase is ignored because a loop is not closed (completed)
until all four steps have been completed, implying that the customer has said “I am satisfied.”
Of course, loops most often have sub-loops nested within the different phases, allowing delegation, subcontracting, or simply the specification of various levels of detail. Frequently the
performer of a loop becomes the client of a sub-loop.
Action Technologies also has a client–server architecture which can execute on several
different platforms. Like the FlowMark system, there exists an intermediate workflow specification language and a workflow language interpreter that enables compilation to/from the
graphical nested loops diagram. The speech act theory has been the basis of other products
also, and the source of much lively debate in the research community.

2.6.3 Polymer
Polymer is an experimental goal-based workflow system constructed at the University of Massachusetts [Cro88]. As Professor Bruce Croft, leader of the Polymer project explained: “Polymer is intended to assist in tasks that are loosely structured, multi-agent, under-specified, and
complex.” The potential utility of this approach can be understood by noticing statements that
have been made concerning human work behavior: “People do not follow every step of a work
procedure specification; rather they know the goal of their task and do whatever is necessary
to attain that goal.” Doing this invokes the creative and unstructured activities that help an organization to flourish. Many organizations have voluminous procedures manuals, but almost
no employee sits down and reads these in all of their detail.
It is well known that many successful managers work in this mode. It is also the case
that many office tasks that seem very structured and simple, frequently have unstructured
problem solving tasks imbedded. Consider the difficult sub-task done by the order entry clerk
of interpreting the signature of a customer on a piece of paper. At times this can be quite a
challenge. Thus, instead of building an over-structured workflow system that forces the users
into unnatural, inefficient and ineffective step-by-step processing, a workflow system might
allow workers to work via goals. Furthermore, the work of Croft and team attempts to create
a workflow system that knows the goals and works with the humans to help achieve them.
Polymer uses concepts and technologies from the artificial intelligence literature to do goalbased planning [Cro89]. It attempts to satisfy the goals that are specified in a top-down depth
first traversal fashion. Polymer allows the specification of tasks, agents, objects, goals, and
plans. Within an activity description, there can be goals, preconditions, postconditions, and
also subgoals. Besides this application description module, there is also a planner, an execution monitor, a truth maintenance module, and user interaction module. Other research
projects are also investigating goal based approaches to workflow [Ell95]. This is an area
of great promise which is still in the research phase. The next section discusses workflow
research directions further.
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2.7 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND ISSUES
Workflow systems have been categorized into a) administrative workflow systems, b) production workflow systems, and c) ad-hoc workflow systems. An administrative system typically
has complex administrative types of processes to administer. There may be many diverse and
complex sub-processes, and a lot of dependency is placed on the system to monitor and remind people. Examples include billing and order processing. Some research issues prominent
within the administrative category include integration, interoperability, and efficient triggering
mechanisms. In contrast, a production workflow is very structured, and high volume. Thus,
many parts of this can be and are relatively highly automated, and the number of work cases
per unit time is high. For example, customer inquiry processing within a large telephone company has millions of diverse inquiries per month [Dav91]. Many of the tasks and process
steps are done wholly by computer, and a good transaction management system is an important part of this. Research issues of efficient extended transaction mechanisms, concurrency
control, recovery, and distributed architecture are important within this category. Finally, the
ad-hoc workflow is one in which there is much unstructured work, and in which much of the
planning of which steps to take cannot be done in advance. Much of the work of managers
has been described [Min79] as “fire fighting and crisis management”, and is very unplanned
in its detail. Ad-hoc workflow is frequently a relatively small workflow in terms of the number
of transactions incoming, and in terms of the complexity of the mainline people and process
specifications. There is need for people to be creatively involved, and for group problem solving to be supported. An example in this category is document routing which is dependent upon
the content of the document, and human judgement about who in the organization it should
be routed to next. Given these distinct workflow types one might suspect that their problems
are disjoint. This is not the case. Note that these categories are actually all present in many
workflow situations. Areas in which very similar problems arise include exception handling
and dynamic organizational change. These two exemplary research challenges, and others, are
examined next in this section.

2.7.1 Exception Handling
One attribute which distinguishes workflow systems from many other kinds of computer systems is people. Typically workflow involves people in non-trivial ways. People are not simply
the consumers of output, but are intimately involved in the processing. Several studies of offices have been done with an express interest in observing and categorizing the exception
processing. These studies have found that there is a large amount of exception handling in
all three of the categories of workflow. And the creativity and problem solving abilities of
humans, rather than just computers, are strongly needed. Thus, successful workflow designs
need to think beyond the computer as a tool to automate and replace people, to computer
as collaborator and communication vehicle to help people in problem solving and exception
handling.
In a recent Ph.D. dissertation by Heikki Saastamoinen [Saa95], he analyzed exceptions by
performing an 8 month study at a large paper handling company in Finland. He looked at the
frequency of exceptions, their scope, complexity, type, amount of delay, and amount of repair
work. He found that exceptions are consuming a huge amount of the time of the people in
organizations. These findings are consistent with other studies, and statistical analysis using
a large number of questionnaires to a sampling of companies [Saa94, Str89] that have been
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published. Saastamoinen finds that it is useful to separate exception detection from exception
handling from exception prevention. He also notes that some people use the term “error” for
exception, and that this is sometimes inappropriate because it is frequently not a mistake, but
a “freak occurrence of nature” that is a fault. He interestingly also found several examples of
“positive exceptions” which helped raise awareness of people, and led to a better organization.
He classified exceptions into three types:
1. Established Exceptions: they are not the normal case, but there are rules to handle them;
they are anticipated.
2. Otherwise Exceptions: no rule to handle, but these are local bounded exceptions where
scope and goal are known.
3. True Exceptions: no precedent, non-local (span multiple people/activity domains), goal
unclear, unanticipated.
In established exceptions, techniques like UNDO, REDO, compensation and rollback may
apply from database theory. An example of this type of exception is “external tax paid for
internal order”. There is a standard compensation process which compensates for this, and
this exception was anticipated by the system designers. The important point that was made
convincingly by Lucy Suchman, is that it is impossible for the system designers to a priori
think of all exceptions [Suc87]. So, for example in a trip planning system, the designers may
implement an exception handler for the case of “airplane full” (an established exception), but
may not have implemented any exception handler for “airplane crashes” (a true exception).
Saastamoinen found that the exception detection, prevention, and handling take up more than
50% of the work time in many companies. He found that true exceptions were the most expensive in terms of delay, complexity, and usage of the most time of the most expensive people
within an organization. The older workflow systems were especially bad offenders. First they
would regularly insult the users by printing a message for each exception that was worded to
make it seem like an “error!”. These systems were so rigid that they did not allow humans
to do reasonable work-arounds. And they frequently hindered rather than helped the creative
people to solve problems.
Thus, an important issue is the question of how workflow systems can be designed for
unexpected exceptions, to help rather than hinder the knowledge workers. The work folders concept of Karbe tried to provide exception handling facilities for the top ten exceptions
[Kar91], but found that this was inadequate for true exceptions. The FlowPath workflow product introduced the capability for any user at any time to send a work case to another activity,
role, or participant with parameters to specify further routing, time of delivery, return to sender
afterwards, etc. A problem of access control and general control of the process then emerges.
Lucy Suchman gives an excellent example of a true exception within an accounting office in
which somehow one page of a two page billing statement is missing [Suc83]. It takes quite
a lot of creativity and problem solving to crack this one, and to stay within the rules of the
organization.

2.7.2 Interoperability
One of the complaints that is very high on the list for workflow customers is that their workflow systems cannot adequately interact with their legacy data processing systems. Frequently
some inputs, outputs, and intermediate results of the workflow system must go to and from
other previously existing computer systems. The workflow typically needs to interact with
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a number of other databases, file systems, and applications. In many organizations it is not
feasible to throw away the large mainframe systems simply because there is a new workflow
system in house. Thus, pragmatically speaking, a strong requirement of workflow management systems is to communicate and interact well with a variety of other data processing and
information systems within an organization. Owing to the proliferation of different types and
styles of these systems, workflow vendors face a significant challenge. Vendors must seek solutions that offer quick, low effort programming of varied interfaces to varied legacy systems.
This requirement also extends to interaction with varied applications, databases, and personal
productivity tools.
Another type of interoperability that is becoming more and more in demand is interoperability between different workflow systems.The workflow management coalition is trying to
address this and other interfacing problems within their standards work [WMC]. For example,
if a large corporation is buying expensive goods, they may use their workflow management
system to execute the equipment purchase process. Preferably, their purchase orders and other
relevant workflow outputs can be automatically and electronically input to the workflow system of the supplier. The work of Eder and group [Ede95] explores issues of workflow on the
Internet; inter-organizational interoperability can be obtained by using the extended HTTP
and HTML protocols, and EDI. There are now a number of workflow systems whose transport medium is strictly the Internet technology [W4].

2.7.3 Dynamic Change
Change is a way of life in most organizational and personal settings. There are many different
types of change, scales of change, and timeframes for change. Workflow systems must support
rather than hinder this changeability. Those organizations in the modern business world which
refuse to change are typically headed toward rapid obsolescence because they cannot compete.
Organizations must frequently make structural changes such as:





adding a new employee
adjusting procedures for a new tax law
filling in for a manager on vacation.

There are also important issues concerned with change of application data, evolution of
organizational objectives, change of social communication structures, etc. In order to make
structural changes as above within a workflow system context, it is typically and unfortunately necessary to suspend or abort the work in progress within the execution module, and
start up the specification module to make the changes to the specification. Then after the
change, the specification module is terminated, parameters are re-initialized, the specification is re-compiled, and once again, the execution module is started. This is an inefficient,
error prone, and ineffective process because many organizations find it very unproductive,
and sometimes impossible, to shut down all activity in order to make changes. From pharmaceutical factories to software engineering houses, this is a nagging problem — the bigger
the organization, the more complex are the processes, and the more painful the change process. Today, organizations usually do not solve this problem, they cope, evade, or “muddle
through”.
By combining the first and second components of workflow, the model is constantly available and process change can potentially occur dynamically if the correctness and consistency
problems of dynamic change can be solved. Thus, even with these components combined,
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we do not know how to smoothly and correctly handle the myriad of changes which are
constantly happening. Although there is considerable literature addressing workflow, office
modeling, and business re-engineering, the problem of dynamic structural change has not
been generally solved. In this section, we see an example of one type of incorrect behavior
that can accidentally occur within dynamic structural change. The conclusion is that in large
organizations around the world, dynamic change is an ad-hoc and risky event.
Change to the values of application data items is a normal type of activity that occurs
in administrative information processing. However, structural change to the procedures and
processes is not considered “normal” by most organizations. Dynamic means that the change
to the process occurs while the process is executing. Static change, in the ICN context, means
that the execution of the process is halted, all tokens are removed, and the change is applied at
quiescence. Static correctness means that certain assertions or constraints are not violated —
it implies that we have a set of correctness criteria that hold for all tokens flowing through the
ICN before the change, and also for all tokens that enter the ICN after the change is completed.
Dynamic change correctness is concerned with tokens which enter the net prior to the
change and do not exit the ICN until some time after the change. Anomalous behavior can
be exhibited by these tokens even if we know that the change maintains static correctness.
A simple example of this is the change that includes swapping of the billing and shipping
activities in the example ICN of Figure 2.5. Notice that Figure 2.5 is simply a sub-ICN of the
previously explained ICN of order processing (Figure 2.3). Tokens that are currently within
the shipping node when the swap change occurs never encounter the billing activity, so the
company never gets paid for the goods that are shipped. Suppose that the correctness criterion
is that all customer orders must pass through shipping and billing in some order. This anomaly
occurs although the ICN before the change is correct, and the ICN after the change is correct.
Similarly, an anomaly occurs if we simply try to enhance the efficiency of the procedure by
changing to perform billing and shipping in parallel. This example depicted in Figure 2.5 is
small and obvious; other examples which occur in ICNs of hundreds of nodes are not at all obvious, and difficult to find and correct. By combining some techniques of Petri nets and graph
grammars, Keddara [Ked95] has been able to characterize situations in which this behavior is
non-problematic.

2.7.4 Workflow Transactions
Many notions such as transactions, that have been studied within the database community,
are not present in today’s typical workflow products. Concepts of archival storage (data
mining), efficient retrieval, transparency (e.g. of distribution), concurrency control, and reliability/recovery have been conceived within the database community, studied in research
labs, and implemented in database management products, but have mostly not made their way
into workflow management systems [Sh95]. This is partly due to thinking of workflow as
equivalent to control flow, and ignoring data flows. This is also partly due to the origins of
many workflow products and companies being non-database companies. Finally, this is partly
due to the need to rethink these concepts within the workflow context, and to not simply copy
the database implementations of these concepts. Sometimes the database expert does not have
sufficient knowledge or sensibilities about the workflow needs of organizations.
For example, there are clearly multiple people needing to access the workflow information
and system concurrently. Both within a single workflow, and among different workflows,
we must enable parallelism. Thus, the database transaction has been suggested because it
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Figure 2.5 Dynamic structural change

allows concurrent access while maintaining atomicity and serializability. However, the people
working on a workflow are typically collaborating, for example, on a customer work case.
The transactions are thus not executing on the order of microseconds, but on the order of
minutes, days, or even months. The standard solutions lock up too much of the information
for too long. Thus we must be concerned with long transactions; concepts such as nested
transactions may be applicable here [ElM92]. Furthermore, we know that the system must
enhance, not destroy, the ability of people to work tightly together as teams to do decision
making and problem solving. The underlying database philosophy of guaranteeing to users
that their work is independent and isolated from others’ is basically an incorrect perspective
for the workflow domain. There need to be facilities that allow a distributed team to work
together unfettered on a dataset by all having read and write access to all data, and all to see
instantaneously the work and changes of all others. This is the real-time interaction mode
that can be very useful, but that is hindered by the locks that are created, and the firewalls
that are created within conventional transaction mechanisms. Serializability turns out to be an
inadequate correctness criterion in this application area. New creative solutions are needed.
In workflow there is a need to anticipate the unexpected. Frequently after some amount of
working on a work case, the customer calls and says to cancel their case, significantly alter
their case, or to expedite it. This suggests a need for undo, cancel, abort, and rollback mechanisms. Once again these concepts are not adequate if they are blindly adopted from database
implementations. Different threads of the workflow may have been executed in parallel in
such a way that it is impossible to undo some parts, but possible for others if parts have, for
example, been delegated to a subcontractor. If the tree has already been chopped down, then
it is impossible to undo; if the plane trip has already been flown, then it is impossible to just
cancel it [Jab96].
There have been numerous proposals to use database-like techniques that have been developed for “non-standard transactions”. For example, undo, redo, compensation, sagas, nested
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transactions, and abort mechanisms [ElM92]. These mechanisms are good innovations for established exceptions, but are much less useful for true exceptions where the detection point
may be totally disjoint from the cause point, and where it may be totally impossible to undo.

2.7.5 Further Research Directions and Issues
This chapter has introduced only a few of the workflow research areas. Other areas include
distributed workflow, workflow benchmarking, combining workflow and groupware, realtime interactions, incorporation of goals into workflow systems, incorporation of multimedia,
learning and evolving workflow systems, organizational sub-models, social sub-models, and
group user interfaces. Also, numerous deep problems exist concerning end-user programmability by secretaries, clerks, and other non-computer people. Many of these problems remain
as inhibitors to successful workflow implementations.

2.8 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented a tour of workflow issues, technology, and challenges. Workflow
management systems consist of two components: a modeling component used for the definition, analysis, simulation and restructuring of processes, and an enactment component, called
the “run-time system” which has a workflow engine to coordinate process steps, and an execution interface for use by the distributed end-users.
Besides presenting workflow definitions, architectures, and models, this chapter has presented a historical perspective that suggests that the human and social factors are very important, and have frequently been ignored in the past. Workflow systems are foremost people
systems. This leads to consideration of a meta-model attempting to capture some of the human dimensions of workflow, and the description of some workflow systems and research
prototypes which are attempting to solve some of the hard problems that are still plaguing
the field. A few of these hard problems have been described, including exception handling,
interoperability, dynamic change, and workflow transactions.
It is hoped that the work presented herein will raise awareness of work and considerations
that are paramount for workflow success, and also that this will stimulate good researchers to
take up the banner of doing needed research in this fast growing area.
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